
Reimagining
change

Helping businesses to drive technology enabled 
change in a new-age, exciting, business led way. 

Together, we can see beyond change.



Why do we need to reimagine business change? 

We are living in a disruptive world. The pace 
of change – in health, the environment, 
geopolitics, technology – is far outpacing 
most businesses’ ability to adapt and 
respond. As businesses tackle significant 
challenges and seek new opportunities in 
the face of change, the need to adapt will 
be one of the most important skills for 
businesses to embrace along with innovative 
technologies and creative thinking if they’re 
to build trust and deliver sustained outcomes. 

At the heart of a business’ ability to adapt 
and transform successfully sit its employees. 
However, the same individuals who 
seamlessly adapt to change in their personal 
lives, struggle to adapt to change in the 
workplace. Away from the office, instant 
access to digestible, targeted, and 
personalised information at the touch of a 
button has fundamentally changed the way 
we tackle problems and made us more 
adaptable to change. 

Much of this is driven by the fact that the 
average person will willingly spend upwards 
of four hours every day on screen time –  
using our smart devices to give opinions, 
share personal data, browse for purchases, 

stay up to date on news and escape to 
fantasy worlds. Advertisers for one, have 
recognised and responded to these 
behaviour changes to target us with more 
personalised information that can influence 
our decisions, change our behaviour, and 
generate emotions that often ‘nudge’ us to 
take the ‘next best action.’ Even as the 
debate around the boundaries of ethics in 
‘Big Tech’ rages on, one thing is for sure: 
these companies know how to engage, 
motivate and nudge us.

To bring employees along the journey, have 
them motivated and engaged, businesses 
must look to reimagine the way they drive 
transformational change among their 
employees and business partners – looking 
at what works in our personal lives for 
inspiration. Businesses that adopt a 
human-led, technology enabled approach 
will not only help their employees to adapt 
to change, but also empower them to be 
the drivers of change themselves. How can 
businesses learn from our own personal 
attitude to change, and how the pandemic 
has accelerated our instant access to 
information, and embed these learnings 
into their business to drive positive change? 
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What makes change hard in the workplace?

The business world has been slow to adapt and 
implement the tools we’ve seen make change easier 
to swallow in everyday life. 

Personalisation in many workplaces is uninspiring. 
Information can be hard to access, targeted campaigns 
are nonexistent and personalisation is limited to teams 
or departments. While some businesses have made 
progress in personalising experiences – building 
communities of interest to champion diversity and 
inclusion, for example – it is still not widespread enough. 

Bite-sized consumable content matters.  
While people engage with social media apps in their 
personal lives, working life can often focus on the use 
of emails, spreadsheets and face-to-face meetings. 
Despite some businesses trying to adopt platforms 
such as Microsoft Teams or Google Workspace, the 
content within these platforms lacks inspiration and 
interest. We know people readily consume and actively 
look for short, succinct content, yet many businesses 
are still unable to understand and harness this 
information. 

Inspiring change and building a movement can  
be powerful.  
Businesses have a lot to learn on how to harness the 
power of digital change. Freedom of expression and 
the ability to challenge the usual can be restricted by 
a corporate mentality that prevents people from 
feeling empowered, and can lead to a lack of confidence 
in expressing thoughts. Although chat forums such as 
Yammer and Slack have gone some way in enabling 
people to share their ideas, the inspiration of their 
message is hindered by the governance that exists in 
the business world. Digital native companies may apply 
these principles to business models and how they 
serve their customers, but they also need to do more 
to engage their employees better, as demonstrated by 
recent headlines around worker treatment. Across the 
board, businesses have a lot to learn on how to harness 
the power of digital change.
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With businesses investing millions 
of pounds in transformation 
programmes, they need to ensure 
the change sticks. While this 
has traditionally been difficult, 
certain crossover ideas can help 
organisations successfully  
introduce change.

1. Nudge your teams 

Organisations will best engage individuals through a 
wide range of personalised communications, targeting 
that person according to their needs, and based on 
data and insight. By understanding personalities and 
tailoring communications to individual wants and needs, 
they can use this information to “nudge” them in the 
right direction and create a powerful change movement.  

• Understand your business and people –  
Conduct a voice of the customer digital survey to 
detail customers’ expectations, preferences and 
aversions. This should include both external 
customers and your employees. 

• Appoint a ‘choice architect’ to design the way you 
present the context of change with the end-user in 
mind, nudging them towards positive change.

Shifting the pace of change 

 1. Target change 
interventions and 
nudge employees 
through Social 
Profiling (creating 
a user profile using 
their social data) 
and using AI-driven 
engines. 

 3. Build an emotional 
‘case for change’ 
through a  
campaign-style 
change movement.

 2. Harness the power  
of ‘Influencers’ 
to cut through 
the clutter and  
build trust. 

4. Show Home – 
explore the future  
in virtual reality 
before buying  
into it. 
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• Use persona profiling from the start –  
Utilise technology and AI-driven algorithms to 
study the work patterns, user needs, experiences, 
behaviours and goals of your people to personalise 
the change and make it relevant for them. 

• Use AI-driven engines to ‘nudge’ segmented 
employee groups to the ‘right next action’ in 
support of the transformation. Enabling an AI bot 
can nudge employees to comply with new digital 
policies, or send an automated nudge when an 
employee hasn’t logged into a system recently. 

• Tailor the learning content to specific profiles  
or personas – Ensure it is digitally enabled and 
adaptive, and embed the learning support.

• Embrace discovery, trial and error or being 
shown how to do things by a friend or online 
video – Move away from the traditional classroom 
training of the past, and embrace the intuitive 
nature of technology. 



2. Harness the influencers 

One-way communication is no longer the solution to 
engaging your workforce. As influencers increasingly 
disrupt traditional methods of marketing, organisations 
should look to leverage the same concepts to drive 
the adoption of change in the workplace. 

• Identify your influencers – Find individuals that 
can influence other change for the better without 
the need for authority. Look for different views and 
perspectives to bring diversity and increase the 
relatability of the content. 

• Create a buzz – Use your social media platforms 
to provide spaces for influencers to engage with 
the broader business and personalise their  
change experience. 

• Have something to say – Generate regular and 
consistent posts of digestible content with a 
personal twist to drive authenticity and followings. 

3. Campaign for change 

Organisations should think of change communications 
as a marketing campaign. To succeed, they need a 
strategy, an emotional connection and the right 
individuals to deliver it. Any change message should 
be short, sharp, simple and distinctive. 

• Short campaign-style videos – Grab attention 
and deliver key messages with emotive simplicity. 

• Once is never enough. Repetition is fundamental 
to landing key messages and actions. A simple 
message often repeated can help start change. 

• Create communication channels – Give people 
access to the right information and instant feedback. 
Apply lessons from social media on two-way 
communication.

4. Visit the Show Home 

Much like a show home can bring to life the look and 
feel of a new house, businesses need to help their 
people understand what this transformation means to 
them. They need to show them the future and help 
them experience it. 

• Bring the future to life – Invest in technology that 
can bring the transformation programme to life –  
in a virtual environment, a physical space, or a 
technology platform – and physically showcase 
future operating models, processes, data  
and systems. 

• Create an experience – VR can create meaningful, 
engaging experiences for stakeholders that 
demonstrate the change vision, contribute to it  
and dispel myths and fears. 

• Inform the imagination – Create compelling 
stories that address pain points in the organisation, 
and help people imagine how these challenges will 
be improved in the future.
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What does that mean for traditional 
business change deliverables? 

Below, we have mapped the typical business change deliverables on a transformation programme into how we 
are reimagining these with our clients. 

Deliverables Traditional Change Approach Re-imagined by….
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Deliverables Traditional change approach Re-imagined by...

Change 
Network: 
Identifying 
Influencers

• Set roles focusing on different aspects of 
delivery such as Subject Matter Experts 
vs Change specialists

• A loose definition of who should be in the 
network, mainly driven by insight from the 
business

• A static network being used as a 
communication channel, with content-
driven from the programme

• Key activities focus on deployment of 
programme activities

• Influencers at all levels of the business are incentivised 
by social reach and aligned to key personas

• Specially chosen to be those who have the biggest 
impact in the business

• Influencers are creators of authentic content, not just a 
comms channel 

• Direct and digital feedback loop to understand ‘likes and 
dislikes’, ‘subscription models’ and ‘group threads’ of 
the user population

Change Vision:  
Using a Show 
Home to bring 
the Future to 
Life

• Flat content focusing on telling the story 
of what the change will deliver 

• Focusing on system playbacks – 
showcasing the capability of the 
technology 

• Typically delivered via PowerPoint

• Show Home is a key design and engagement tool used 
to bring the future to life 

• Key method of engaging the business in the future 
through a show not tell approach 

• Creation of a virtual space (leveraging VR techniques) 
the business can visit digitally (or physically) and 
experience the transformed end-state 

• Use-cases based on real characters demonstrating the 
purpose and vision for the change 

• Netflix style stories creating a burning platform and big 
picture vision for the future

Business 
Readiness:  
Creating the 
Case for 
Change...

• Focused on collecting facts about your 
as-is business eg. user base analysis, 
current pain points, current business and 
system landscape etc. 

• Created early on in the programme and 
revisited at key points to see how 
readiness progresses over time 

• Key metrics include technology 
readiness, process maturity, data 
cleanliness and people statistics 

• Building an understanding of who your people are, their 
behaviours and what makes them tick 

• Identifying the pain points and frustrations in your 
business and building that emotional connection (with 
employees, customers, suppliers etc.) 

• Campaign style video content pushed out to targeted 
audience to build an emotional connect with the case for 
change (‘we must be better than this!’) 

• Creating a picture of the culture and sentiment inside 
your business and comparing this with behavioural 
insights from other (comparable) businesses who are 
good at responding to change in your industry

Change 
Impact 
Assessment:  
Building 
Personas and 
Characters...

• Change impact assessments aligned to 
processes

• Lengthy ‘as is’ and ‘to be’ comparison 
often creating an unwieldy document 
often not referred to after its creation 

• Creating an in depth view of the characters/personas in 
your business 

• Using AI/RPA to profile and gather insights on each 
character to target messaging and engagement 

• Understanding the key behaviours that we want people 
to adopt and using ‘Nudge theory’ to achieve this 

• Using Celonis/similar data mining capability to highlight 
the big changes each of our characters will experience 
in their role



Where does your organisation start? 

Look at your transformation programme portfolio. Are you already investing millions in implementing new 
technology, changes to your operating model, launching a new product, undergoing M&A or digitising your 
workforce? Business change is vital to getting value from each of these initiatives. 

Consider whether your change initiatives are set up right. Is your approach to business change utilising the best 
ways of working to make change stick? 

Ask your programme leaders to complete an assessment – what change approach are they taking today? 
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If you find yourself wondering and not quite sure, act now. 
Employees, customers and business partners are all 
more open to making a fresh start than they have been 
for some time. 

We are PwC’s #TrasformationwithSAP team and we help 
businesses drive technology enabled change in a 
new-age, exciting, business led way. 

Think big, act fast and #TrasformationwithSAP  
to the future! 

To discuss anything raised in this paper, please contact 
georgina.c.carter@pwc.com.

#ReimagineChange with #PwCTrasformationwithSAP

Old Way New Way

Do you know your people? • Stakeholder Mapping 
• User Base Analysis (How many, 

where, roles)

• Social Profiling 
• Personas (including Values, Behaviours)

Is the case for change clear? • Vision Powerpoint 
• Scope document – ‘It will deliver’ 
• Change Impacts capturing As-Is

• Purpose & Mission-driven video blogs 
• Focused on emotions –  ‘We can be 

better’

Do you know your 
influencers?

• Stakeholder Analysis – top down 
• Change Network 
• Monthly presentations to key 

stakeholders

•  A movement of influencers across all 
personas, not just top down

•  Social Media techniques – internal and 
external to the organisation

Is the future clear? • Powerpoint benefits presentations 
• Change Impacts capturing

• Virtual Reality 
• A Show Home – you can touch and feel 
• Uses Cases

How are you training 
people?

• Face to Face Training 
• One off high investment training

• Social, adaptive learning 
• Self serve 
• Community of Gurus
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